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Perception CSI: Statistical Calculator Table

The Customer A research institute in China doing some earthquake safety studies.

The Application Testing large equipment and structures in an earthquake simulator. Vibration and

stress data is recorded and some automatic calculation of statistical parameters needs

to be performed on all channels.

The Problem The customer needs a software function which calculates and displays statistical

information of recorded data on all channels automatically. It should be possible to

post the results to Microsoft Word. Setting up and using this feature should be as easy

as possible. Using standard Perception functions like Formula database and Meters was

too complex for the huge amount of different parameters.

The Calculator table shows several statistical parameters for multiple channels and can display alarm
conditions per cell …

The “General” Solution A LIBERTY with a total of 64 channels of strain gage and accelerometer channels for

signal conditioning and data acquisition. Perception for control and display of the data.

The Missing Link Standard software does not support a calculator table. The calculation itself could be

done with the formula database, but the problem is the way the results are presented.

The new calculation table shows the calculated statistical results in a synoptic way, it is

optimized for performance and has also the ability to modify the time interval of the

calculations.
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The CSI Solution With CSI it is possible to add specific dedicated software to the standard Perception

program. A new sheet has been added, this sheet is an integrated part of Perception

and contains the new calculator table which enables the customer to do the specific

statistical calculations.

The customer can select which channels to use and which calculations to be

performed.

It is also possible to enable alarm level checking. Per calculation per channel an upper

and lower level can be set, and depending on the calculation result the text color and

background color of a table cell can be changed.

The calculation table can be linked to the cursors of a display and calculations will be

done automatically whenever the cursors are moved.

The customer can make its own reports by using the Perception Report Sheet or he can

post the results to Word or Excel. He can save the analysis results together with other

setup data like instrument settings into a separate pnrf data file.

In the Properties dialog boxes the user can select the channels to include, the analysis to be done and the
time interval to be used.


